WARDROBE range

Create your look

MELAMINE in Shannon Oak Matt.

Polytec’s wardrobe range comes in a variety of styles and

allow you to infuse your wardrobe with the latest colours

finishes and is the quintessential ingredient when it comes

and finishes.

to organising your possessions – or concealing them. polytec
supplies a wide range of affordable wardrobe solutions that
will suit all budgets. Choose from our decorative and durable
MELAMINE board, striking ALUMINIUM framed glass doors

The ALUMINIUM range provides the ultimate blend of
design functionality and visual appeal. All ALUMINIUM
doors are inserted with laminated safety glass for a longer
lasting finish and maximum scratch resistance.

or polytec’s new EVOLUTION range.
At polytec we strive to provide beautifully crafted doors of
The EVOLUTION range is a collection of polytec's leading

unmatched quality. With an outstanding array of colours,

and most innovative ranges - LEGATO, RAVINE and

styles and surface finishes, the polytec range of products

CREATEC. Designed to be complementary, these ranges

offers you the right door for all of your storage solutions.

MELAMINE wardrobe range

Classic White

New Antique White

Café Cream

Moss Grey

Texture

Matt

Texture

Matt

Classic White

Ashgrain

Porcelain

Texture

Gesso Lini

Matt

Antique

Ashgrain

Antique

Texture

Provence Wood

Matt

Mountain Pepper

Texture

Hazel Strata

Matt

Cocoa Spruce

Matt

Marina Grey

Texture

Rocco Lini

Matt

New Barron Alder

Matt

Truffle Lini

Matt

Shannon Oak

Matt

The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing.
However, they should only be used as an indication of actual product colour. To order
your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au
The use of our current colours samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would
expect to receive. polytec does not guarantee exact colour matches across product
ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

9mm MDF available in 2400 x 1200mm and 2700 x 1200mm.
16mm MR-MDF available in 3100 x 1200mm.

The perfect addition to any room.

MELAMINE 9mm doors in Hazel Strata Matt.

LEGATO super matt wardrobe range

Crisp White

Papyrus

Bleached Walnut

Drifted Oak

Bone White

Silk

Castel

Maison Oak

Montage

Bespoke

Serene

Maroso Milan

RAVINE embossed wardrobe range

Bleached Walnut

Soft Walnut

Drifted Oak

Tessuto Milan

Natural Oak

Satra Wood

Maison Oak

Sepia Oak

Maroso Milan

Char Oak

Black Wenge

Café Oak

EVOLUTION range available in 18mm E-Zero MR MDF 2400 x 1200mm and 3100 x 1200mm.

ALUMINIUM doors in 42mm Satin Aluminium
frame with Starphire White Glass.

MELAMINE 16mm doors in New Barron Alder Sheen.

CREATEC 18mm doors in Hazel Strata.

MELAMINE 16mm doors in Shannon Oak Matt.

COVER MELAMINE 9mm doors in Cocoa Spruce Matt.
Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and cleaning information. Darker colours will show superficial wear and tear more readily than lighter coloured surfaces and require
more care and maintenance.
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